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Dear Parents and Rom V’Nisah Bochrim, 
 

We are very excited about our very popular Camp Rom V’Nisah. Rom V’Nisah bochrim  enjoy a full league schedule, 
quality learning groups with Mesivta level rabbeim, more trips, many more intercamp sports, more workshop choices 
and very unique sports clinics. Bochrim are able to be a part of our optional Rom V’Nisah Wilderness Extreme trip. 
And, of course, having Gedolim and guest speakers address Rom V'Nisah is a real privilege for the bochrim. 
 

Rom V'Nisah bochrim daven in their own shul with their Program Head and Rebbi, as well as eat in the dining room on 
a separate schedule from the rest of the camp. The program is geared to boys who are responsible Bnei Torah who will 
grow into staff positions. 
 
There is a limited number of places for this program and it will be on a first-come-first-serve basis. We reserve the right 
not to accept applicants if we feel they will not fit into the program. 
 

Special Masmidim Option 
Rom V’Nisah bochrim have the option of joining our Rom V’Nisah Masmidim Program. The Masmidim Program is 
geared for bochrim who are interested in having a more intensive learning program during the summer. Bochrim will be 
part of the Rom V’Nisah Program, but have a longer seder in the morning and afternoon. They will enjoy learning with 
a top notch Mesivta Mechanech. The learning will take place in a beautiful, fully renovated, air-conditioned shiur room. 
The boys will be learning from after breakfast until the first morning activity begins. In the afternoon, the bochrim will 
join the rest of the Rom V’Nisah Program and participate in the programs, leagues, trips and workshops that are unique 
to Rom V’Nisah. The Masmidim’s afternoon learning group will take place during rest period. In the evening, the 
bochrim will participate in the Rom V’Nisah night leagues and night activities and after Maariv they will participate in 
the Rom V’Nisah night seder. The bochrim who are in the Masmidim Program will not be a separate bunk, but will be 
integrated into bunks with their camp friends.  
 
It should be stressed that the masmidim program is geared for bochrim who are motivated and are serious about their 
learning. ב״ה, the program has generated much interest. We are sure that, אי״ה, the bochrim will shteig during the 
summer and that this program will be a tremendous Kiddush Hashem. Please indicate on the application form whether 
you are interested in participating in the Masmidim Option of our Rom V’Nisah Program. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rabbi Shlomo Pfeiffer 
Director 

Rom V’Nisah Schedule 

Morning Shiur 10:15-12:20 Morning Shiur 10:15-12:40 

Leagues 12:45 Leagues 12:45 

Lunch 2:10 Lunch 2:10 

Rest Period/Workshops 2:45 Afternoon Shiur 2:50 

Leagues 3:30 Leagues 3:30 

Snack 5:00 Snack 5:00 

Swim/Workshops 5:20 Swim/Workshops 5:20 

Mincha 6:20 Mincha 6:20 

Supper 6:50 Supper 6:50 

Night Activity 7:20 Supper 7:20 

Rom V’Nisah Masmidim Schedule 


